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Refereed Contributions in Conference and Workshops Proceedings (peer-reviewed)


34. Cristian Prisacariu and Gerardo Schneider. Abstract specification of legal contracts (research abstract). In 12th International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Law (ICAIL’09), pages 218–219, Barcelona, Spain, June 2009. ACM.
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Dissertations and Thesis

Tools
I have participated in the implementation of the following tools:

- **SPeeDI**: Together with Gordon Pace, I have implemented a verification tool for Polygonal Differential Inclusions (SPDI).
- **SPeeDI⁺**: Together with Gordon Pace, I have extended the tool SPeeDI for computing phase portrait objects of SPDIs. [http://www.cs.um.edu.mt/speedi/](http://www.cs.um.edu.mt/speedi/)

Besides, I have contributed to the conceptual definition and underlying theoretical results for the following tools: